
 

Legislative Briefing Bios 
 

The Honorable Bob Hall, Texas State Senator, District 2 During the 87th Legislature, 
Texas Senator Bob Hall, was appointed Chairman of the vital Senate Committee on 
Administration and Vice-Chairman of the Senate Committee on Veteran Affairs. He also is 
currently a member of Constitutional Issues (special committee), Border Security, 
Education, Health and Human Services, Local Government, and State Affairs Senate 
Committees.  
 
Kevin Freeman- CFA, is the host of a weekly television program, Economic War Room with 
Kevin Freeman. The program airs on BlazeTV. Its purpose is to help Americans weaponize 
their money to defend Liberty, Security, and Values. Kevin is considered one of the world’s 
leading experts on the issues of Economic Warfare and Financial Terrorism, serving as a 
Pentagon contracted consultant following the 2008 stock market crash. As such, he has 
consulted for and briefed members of both the U.S. House and Senate, the HASC, present 
and past DIA, CIA FBI, SEC, Homeland Security, DARPA, IARPA, ONA, the Naval War 
College, the Naval Postgraduate School, the Justice Department, as well as local and state 
law enforcement. His research has been presented in critical DoD studies presented to the 
Secretary of Defense. 

Clint Curtis- Democrat. In 2004, Clinton Eugene Curtis, an American attorney, computer 
programmer and ex-NASA employee, Speaker of the House of Florida at the time, admits 
that elections can indeed be fixed & it would be undetectable. In the video below, Curtis 
testifies under oath that he rigged computer election results for then Congressman Tom 
Feeney, the former Speaker of the Florida House of Representatives. 
https://www.simpson4auditor.com/post/clinton-curtis-testimony-on-how-elections-have-
been-stolen-using-algorithms-since-at-least-2000.  
 
Russell Ramsland- licensed private investigator who is also an international businessman, 
entrepreneur and consultant.  His ventures have taken him all over the U.S., the Middle 
East, the South Pacific, Japan, South America and Europe. He has started and worked with 
projects involving finance and operations with regard to oil & gas exploration, advanced 
communication systems, highly advanced semi-conductor material development, medical 
devices, commercial real estate and cyber investigations and security.  
 
Clay Parikh- professional hacker, including ES&S. As a hacker, he worked in an election 
testing lab, dealing with many voting systems, including the ES&S. As a successful hacker 
with a master's degree in cybersecurity, Parikh has been subcontracted within major 
government agencies.  
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Mark Cook- IT management, training, technical direction, project management, network 
architecture, network design, database design and administration, network and cyber-
security, system virtualization, forensics and data recovery, penetration testing, software 
development, wireless architecture and optimization, security, surveillance system design 
and installation, embedded systems design, installation, diagnosis, and optimization. Mark 
now spends his time diagnosing complex systems specializing in root cause analysis. 

Walter Daugherity- Nationally-recognized computer expert, Senior Lecturer Emeritus in the 
Dept. of Computer Science and Engineering at Texas A&M University, co-author of Mesa 
Report #3, and native Texan. 

 
 
 
 

County and State GOP Panel 
 

Matt Rinaldi, Texas GOP Chair 
Dana Meyers, Texas GOP Vice Chair 
John Beckmeyer, Texas GOP Executive Director 
Jill Glover, SREC Legislative Priorities Chair 
Devvie Duke, SREC Legislative Priorities 
Jennifer Hajdu, Dallas County GOP Chair  
Bobby Eberle, Ft. Bend County GOP Chair 
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